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Adult Learning in Scotland: 
influencing in complex 

systems



Day Programme

10.30am Arrival and Coffee

10.45am Welcome, table introductions and how to approach today

10.55am The adult learning ‘system’-How Impact Data can be used?

11.05am A view from the ‘policy centre’

11.25am Group discussion one - what is the ‘purpose’ and
‘boundary’ of the adult learning system in Scotland
how does impact data support this?

11.55pm Feedback

12.30pm Lunch

1.00pm Group discussion 2  - mapping objectives 

1.40pm Group presentations

2.10pm Collaborative practice

2.30pm Close



• conversational - different pace
• listen to other perspectives
• spirit of open inquiry - exploring - not rushing to find answers
• collaborative
• participative
• creative
• safe environment to test impact and use ideas

How to approach today!



Ways of thinking 

about systems...

Frameworks, Paradigms,

Perceptions.



The mechanical paradigm



Problem with the 
mechanical paradigm: 
people are not machines…
• People don’t obey instructions – they think, react, rebel, interpret! 

• People make different assumptions; with different (conflicting) values , mental 
models and perspectives;  one person’s knock down evidence is seen by another as 
irrelevant.

• Context varies: culture, history, allegiance, ideology, aspiration.

• People outcomes can’t be predicted, can’t be guaranteed.

• Increased communication technologies means knowledge and communication is 
global, accessible and potentially infinite.

• Doesn’t address the complexity of human life.



The ‘new science’ –
living system paradigm

▪ Human  systems are living, eco systems. -

▪ They are alive and dynamic; constantly changing; diverse and 
unpredictable. They can’t be controlled, measured or fixed as if they were 
machines. How using impact data supports this?

▪ Uncertainty is a feature - certainty can’t be planned. 

▪ Guided by shared principles and simple rules.



Guiding principles and simple 
rules 



Patterns in complexity

Anchor Points 
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Is this man thinking 
systemically?



“Maybe we 

should 

write that 

spot 
down.”





I’m sure 

glad

the hole 

isn’t

in our end...





systems thinking ideas

▪ Living systems cannot be “fixed”

▪ Everything is connected to everything else

▪ Start anywhere but notice what happens-gather 
impact

▪ A small action can have a disproportionate 
impact

▪ From “either/or” to “both/and”

▪ Who does the change, owns the change

▪ A system that knows itself can change



A view from the policy centre

Nicola McAndrew, Team Leader CLD, 
The Scottish Government



Defining a system

A system can always be defined by two things

-Purpose

-Boundary

Discussion:

What is the ‘purpose’ and ‘boundary’ of Adult 
Learning System in Scotland

What are the greatest barriers and opportunities 
facing the AL system in meeting its purpose?

What impact data can we use to help us?



Complicated or Complex system?

Complicated (Tame)

▪ Many small parts, all different 
but separate.

▪ Each part has its own role

▪ Purpose is separate/ singular 
and is located in discrete  
actions or silos.

▪ What happens is predictable.

▪ The system is mechanical

Complex (Wicked)

▪ Many small parts, all different but 
connected.

▪ Each part is interdependent

▪ Purpose is shared and is the result 
of interaction between the parts.

▪ What happens is unpredictable

▪ The system is living



Extraordinary Management

• Saying ‘yes to the mess’

• Encouraging connectivity and 
conversation

• Fostering diversity/amplifying 
difference

• Challenging habits and 
assumptions

• Gathering Impact

• Reducing power differentials

• Containing anxiety

Far from certainty

Far from 
agreement

Close to
agreement

Near to certainty

Ordinary Management

• Technical/rational decision 
making

• Simple structures

• Effective procedures

• Monitoring/evaluation/co-
ordination

• Providing direction

After Ralph Stacey

A complexity approach





collective
goal

wicked problems

Pratt J Plamping D & Gordon P (1999) Partnership: fit for purpose? London, King’s Fund    www.wholesystems.co.uk

Ice field: co-evolution Donkey: co-operation

Jigsaw: co-ordination

Mountain: competition

individual
goal

tame problems



LUNCH



Collaborative 

Practice
Communication – the basis 

of collaboration



How do we want to be with 
each other…?



What’s going on in 
relationships?

What I’m

thinking

How I’m

feeling

My beliefs, values, 

assumptions, baggage,

history, patterns,

personality, etc…

How you’re

behaving

How I’m

behaving

What you’re

thinking

How you’re

feeling

Your beliefs, values, 

assumptions, baggage 

,

history, patterns,

personality, etc…
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self

Awareness about

the interaction

Third Position

Three levels of awareness



Support and Challenge 
environments......

Low support

High challengeLowchallenge

High support

High comfort 
environment

High performance
environment

Apathetic
environment

High stress 
environment



Stakeholder analysis

interest

influence



Inluencing approach





Group work

▪ Choose one of the barriers or opportunities of 
using impact data identified this morning to 
work with. Join that table

▪ Using the influencing change model, consider 
how the questions in relation to your barrier / 
issue can be used.



Persuade/Influence/Impact

Using Impact Data to Influence and Persuade
People about the Benefits of Adult Learning

Future Design of Communications 

Impact Forum Actions and Activities

Stakeholder Buy-In


